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Abstract. Vertical staggering of wind turbines can lead to an increased power production in
the entrance region of a wind farm because downstream turbines are consequently outside the
wakes of preceding turbines. We perform large eddy simulations of different vertically staggered
wind farm configurations for which we keep the average turbine hub height the same. We find
that the turbine power output in the entrance region of the wind farm is significantly higher
when the first turbine row is elevated than when the first turbine row is lowered. The reason
is that this allows the first high turbine row to fully benefit from the strong winds at a high
elevation. In the fully developed region of the wind farm the power production of the vertically
staggered wind farms is similar to the power production of the corresponding reference aligned
wind farm, while the normalized power fluctuations can be significantly higher than in the
reference wind farm.

1. Introduction
In order to optimize the performance of large wind farms it is important to minimize wake
effects. Many research efforts have focused on using horizontal staggering to improve wind farm
performance [1]. However, the potential use of vertical staggering to improve the performance of
wind farms is much less explored. So far, most studies on vertical staggering have used simple
analytical wake models such as the Jensen model [2] in combination with various optimization
methods [3] to study the effect of vertical staggering in optimizing the wind farm configuration
[4–7].

However, reliable reference data for the effect of vertical staggering on wind farm performance
from experiments [8,9] or high-fidelity numerical simulations [9,10], such as large eddy simulations
(LES), are still very limited. We recently investigated the effect of vertical staggering using
LES [11] and found that the power output in the entrance region of a wind farm can be
significantly increased by vertically staggering the turbines compared to a reference case, where
the turbines are vertically aligned. The benefit of vertical staggering is larger when the turbine
spacing and turbine diameter are smaller. In addition, we found that the beneficial effect of
vertical staggering diminishes downstream in the wind farm because the downward vertical
kinetic energy flux, which transfers the energy from the atmospheric flow above the wind farm
to the hub height plane, does not increase due to vertical staggering. We also found that the
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Sideview of the conceptual configuration of a vertically staggered wind farm with
(a) odd turbine rows lowered and (b) odd turbine rows elevated. The grey patterns represent
linearly expanding wakes behind the turbines. The dimensionless streamwise turbine spacing sx
is measured in terms of the turbine diameter D. The average turbine hub height is zh and Hd

measures the height difference with respect to zh such that the hub height difference between
consecutive rows is 2Hd. The red dashed boxes facilitate the discussion in figure 7.

Table 1. The columns from left to right indicated the case name, the turbine hub height zh
and diameter D, Hd (see figure 1), and NT,x and NT,y, which indicate the number of turbines
in streamwise and spanwise directions, respectively. The last two columns give the ratio of the
power production of the turbines in the first and last four rows of the vertically staggered wind
farms over the power production obtained in the corresponding reference aligned wind farm.

Cases zh
(m)

D
(m)

Hd

(m) NT,x× NT,y sx
Power of

first 4 rows
Power of
last 4 rows

Areference 100 100 0 18× 6 5.24 - -
Aodd lowered 100 100 40 18× 6 5.24 1.122 1.010
Aodd elevated 100 100 40 18× 6 5.24 1.152 0.995
Breference 100 100 0 14× 6 6.98 - -
Bodd lowered 100 100 40 14× 6 6.98 1.050 0.955
Bodd elevated 100 100 40 14× 6 6.98 1.069 0.947
Creference 120 150 0 12× 4 5.24 - -
Codd lowered 120 150 30 12× 4 5.24 1.038 1.000
Codd elevated 120 150 30 12× 4 5.24 1.097 1.015
Dreference 120 150 0 8× 4 6.98 - -
Dodd lowered 120 150 30 8× 4 6.98 1.035 1.016
Dodd elevated 120 150 30 8× 4 6.98 1.069 1.025

predictions from simple analytical models such as the Jensen model do not necessarily capture
the performance of large vertically staggered wind farms well [11].

This necessitates the use of high-fidelity numerical simulation tools such as LES to study the
flow dynamics in vertically staggered wind farm in order to increase our physical understanding
and to generate reliable reference data for model development. Previously, we considered only
one specific vertically staggered wind farm layout, that is a wind farm with shorter turbines in
the odd rows and higher turbines in the even rows, see figure 1a [11]. Here we also consider
another layout with higher turbines placed in odd rows and shorter ones in even rows, see figure
1b. We are interested in this configuration because of its potential to achieve higher power output
in the entrance region of the wind farm. We compare the vertically staggered wind farms under
consideration with a reference aligned wind farm in which all turbines have the same hub height,
which matches the average hub height of the turbines in the vertically staggered wind farms.
This allows us to assess the potential benefit of vertical staggering.
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Figure 2. (a) Vertical profiles of the resolved stress (−〈u′w′〉, circles) the normalized sub-grid
scale stress (−〈τxz〉, squares) and the total stress (−〈u′w′〉 − 〈τxz〉, diamonds). Vertical profile
of the (b) mean and (c) turbulence intensity profiles compared to the theoretical predictions, see
details in text.

2. Numerical method and simulation cases
In our simulations we consider finite size wind farms in a neutral atmospheric boundary layer
and assume that the Coriolis force is negligible. We use a pseudo-spectral discretization in the
horizontal directions and a central second order finite difference scheme in the vertical direction.
The sub-grid scale dynamics are modeled by the Lagrangian averaged scale dependent dynamic
model [12] and time integration is performed using a second order Adams-Bashforth scheme. We
use the concurrent precursor inflow method [13] to generate the inflow conditions by feeding the
wind farm simulation with fully developed turbulent boundary layer flow to accurately represent
the characteristics of the incoming flow. Figure 2a confirms that the inflow condition has indeed
reached the statistically stationary state and shows the resolved and sub-grid shear stresses in
the atmospheric boundary layer. To reduce the effect of the location of the high and low velocity
speed streaks we perform the simulations for a long time and very slowly shift the entire flow in
the inflow generating domain in the spanwise direction to get well converged streak independent
results. This method is tested in Ref. [14], and the benefits of such a method are discussed
in more detail by Munters et al. [15]. Figure 2b shows that the inflow conditions generated
with this method capture the logarithmic law for the mean 〈u〉/u∗ = κ−1 ln(z/z0,lo), where z0,lo
is the roughness height at the ground and κ the von Kármán constant. Figure 2c shows the
turbulence intensity profile σ(u) = [〈(u′)2〉]1/2/〈u〉 for the inflow compared to the theoretical
prediction, which is based on the logarithmic law for the mean and the variance, which reads
〈(u′)2〉/(u∗)2 = B1 − A1 log(z/H), with A1 ≈ 1.25, B1 = 1.6, and H the boundary layer
height [14,16].

The turbines are modeled using an actuator disk model, which has been shown to reasonably
accurately capture wake profiles further downstream with a much lower computational cost
[13,14,17–19] than an actuator line model [20,21]. The average power output of turbines is equal
to the mechanical energy loss in the fluid, i.e. P = −〈FUd〉 where F = −1

2C
′
TρU

2
dA is the local

force used in the actuator disk model with Ud being the disk averaged velocity, A = πD2/4 the
turbine rotor area, and C ′T = CT/(1−a)2, where a is the axial induction factor, see Refs. [18,22]
for details. This simulation approach has been validated against wind tunnel measurements
performed at EPFL [14], Delft [23], and the Horns Rev wind farm measurements [13].

The size of the wind farm domain is 2πH × 0.5πH ×H in streamwise, spanwise, and vertical
direction, respectively, which is discretized on a grid with 512× 128× 241 computational nodes.
This ensures that the large scale dynamics are captured and that the results are grid independent
as is shown in, for example, Refs. [13,24,25]. In this study we consider cases with smaller turbines
(Ds = 100m and zh = 100m) and larger turbines (Dl = 150m and zh = 120m), while setting
H = 2000m and z0,lo/H = 10−4. The bigger wind turbine is considered because of the recent
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Figure 3. Time averaged streamwise velocity in the vertical cross section intersecting the
turbines for case A, see table 1, with the (a) odd turbine lowered and (b) odd turbines elevated.
The black vertical lines indicate the wind turbine positions.

development trend towards larger turbines [26]. The turbine distances are made dimensionless
using either Ds or Dl. We keep the spanwise spacing sy = 5.24 fixed, and consider two different
streamwise turbine spacings sx, i.e. sx = 5.24 and sx = 6.98. For each of the corresponding four
cases (labeled as cases A to D) we consider a reference aligned case and two vertically staggered
cases, one in which the odd turbine rows are lowered and one in which the odd turbine rows are
elevated. This allows us to study the effect of different vertical staggering configurations on the
wind farm performance. The parameter Hd, see figure 1, indicates how much vertical staggering
is applied. We ensure that the lowest part of all turbine rotors is at least 10 meters from the
ground. A summary of the considered cases is shown in table 1.

3. Results
Figure 3 shows the time averaged streamwise velocity field in the two vertically staggered wind
farms of case A and reveals that an internal boundary layer is formed at the start of the wind
farm. In the entrance region of the wind farm there are pronounced differences due to the
different vertical staggering configurations, however the flow field in the fully developed region
looks very similar for both cases. To investigate the influence of the different vertical staggering
configurations we show the row averaged turbine power outputs, normalized by the power output
of a free standing turbine with hub height zh, as function of downstream position for all cases
in figure 4. This figure reveals that the average power production in the entrance region of the
wind farm is higher when the odd turbine rows are elevated than when the even turbine rows
are elevated. For both vertical staggered configurations we find that the power production in the
fully developed region is comparable to the production obtained in the reference aligned wind
farm [11].

In table 1 and figure 5 we substantiate these observations by comparing the power production
of the vertically staggered wind farms with the corresponding reference aligned wind farms.
Table 1 shows that elevating the odd turbine rows, and lowering the even turbine rows, leads to
a significant increase in the power production of up to 15% compared to the reference aligned
case for the first four turbine rows. The benefit compared to the reference case is much smaller,
i.e. up to approximately 6%, when the even turbine rows are elevated and the odd turbine rows
are lowered. The reason is that elevating the first turbine row ensures that these turbines can
take full advantage of the undisturbed atmospheric flow at a higher altitude. Instead, when the
second turbine row is elevated it will still be partially in the wake created by turbines on the first
row, due to which this higher turbine row can take less advantage of the strong winds at higher
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Figure 4. Normalized power production as function of the downstream position. Each
panel shows the result for the reference aligned and the two vertically staggered wind farm
configurations for one of the cases A to D, see table 1. The results are normalized by the power
production of the first turbine row of the reference aligned wind farm.

elevation. Table 1 shows that the production in the fully developed region of the wind farm, here
defined as the last 4 turbine rows considered in our simulations, in the vertically staggered wind
farms is very close to the production obtained in the reference aligned wind farm. For case B
we even see that the production in the fully developed region is about 5% lower in the vertically
staggered wind farms than in the corresponding reference aligned case.

Figure 5 shows the relative cumulative production, which we define as the ratio of the
cumulative production of the vertically staggered wind farm over the production in the reference
aligned wind farm up to that downstream location, for the two vertical staggered wind farm
configurations. The figure shows, in agreement with the results in table 1, that the largest
benefit of vertical staggering is obtained in the entrance region of the wind farm. In fact, figure 5
reveals that the largest relative benefit of vertical staggering is expected for wind farms with two
to four rows in downstream direction and further downstream the relative cumulative production
converges slowly to unity as the production in the fully developed region is almost the same in
the vertically staggered wind farm and the reference aligned wind farm. For case B, for which
the production in the fully developed region is lower in the vertically staggered wind farms than
in the reference aligned wind farm, the relative cumulative production eventually drops below
unity.

To gain a better understanding of the performance in the fully developed region of the wind
farm, we look into the vertical kinetic energy flux for different wind farm configurations. For
large wind farms, this energy flux is the main reason the wind turbine wakes inside the wind
farm recover and the kinetic energy of the flow at hub height is replenished [11, 18, 22, 27–30].
Figure 6a and b show the vertical profile of the spanwise averaged vertical kinetic energy
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Figure 5. The relative cumulative power production, i.e. the ratio of the power production in
the vertically staggered wind farms over the production of the reference aligned wind farm, as
function of downstream position for cases A to D, see table 1.

flux 〈Φ〉 = −〈u〉〈u′w′〉, where u′ and w′ are the normalized streamwise and vertical velocity
fluctuations, at several downstream locations in the wind farm. Comparing figure 6a and b
reveals that the vertical kinetic energy flux profile becomes approximately independent of the
wind farm configuration after row 6. A more intriguing result is presented in figure 6c and d
where the spanwise averaged vertical kinetic energy flux at z = 300m as function of downstream
position is shown for cases A (sx = 5.24 and D = 100m) and B (sx = 6.98 and D = 100m). For
case A we observe that vertical staggering does not significantly change the vertical kinetic energy
flux compared to the reference aligned case. This result is in agreement with the observation
that for case A the production in the fully developed region is similar for the vertically staggered
and reference aligned wind farm and the view that the production in the fully developed region is
mainly determined by the vertical kinetic energy flux. For case B we observed that the production
in the fully developed region is about 5% lower in the vertically staggered wind farms than in the
corresponding reference aligned wind farm. In agreement with this figure 6d shows that for case
B the vertical kinetic energy flux is slightly lower for the vertically staggered wind farms than
for the corresponding reference aligned wind farm. A closer inspection of figure 4 reveals that
the production of the short turbines is almost the same in case A and case B, even though the
streamwise turbine spacing between consecutive turbine rows is significantly larger for case B. For
the reference aligned wind farm and the higher turbines in the vertically staggered wind farms
we see that this larger streamwise turbine spacing is reflected in a better turbine performance.
We thus conclude that the lower power production in the fully developed region of the vertically
staggered wind farms of case B is because the production of the short turbines lags behind.

In figure 7 we compare the streamwise velocity profiles for the different wind farm
configurations of case A, see table 1, at different downstream locations. Figure 7c and d show
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Figure 6. Vertical profile of the spanwise averaged vertical kinetic energy flux 〈Φ〉 one turbine
diameter downstream of the respective turbine rows for case A, see table 1, in which (a) the odd
turbine are lowered and (b) the odd turbines are elevated. The horizontal dashed and solid lines
indicate the top and bottom of the rotors of the shorter and higher turbines, respectively. The
horizontal dashed magenta line indicates the internal boundary layer thickness δ = 850m in the
fully developed region on the wind farm. The development of the vertical kinetic energy flux 〈Φ〉
as function of downstream position at z = 300m for case (c) A and (d) B, see table 1.

that in the fully developed region the velocity profiles in the two vertically staggered wind farm
configurations are nearly identical, which is in agreement with our earlier conjuncture based on
figure 3. Figure 7a and b show that there are some differences in the observed wake effects in the
entrance region. Here we are specifically looking at the higher turbines in the 2nd and 3rd rows,
see also the highlighted turbines in the sketch of figure 1. Figure 7 shows that the wake effects
behind this high turbine is stronger for the case in which the odd turbine rows are elevated than
for the configuration in which the odd turbine rows are lowered.

While the average power production is, in many cases, the first quantity of interest, it is also
important to consider what effect the usage of vertical staggering could have on the unsteady
turbulence loading the turbines in the wind farm may experience. However, as our simulations
are performed using an actuator disk model we do not have access to these loads. To gain some
understanding of the effect vertical staggering may have on the turbine loads, we show in figure
8 the standard deviation of the power fluctuations normalized by the average power production
for the wind farms of case A and C. For the first turbine row we see that the normalized power
fluctuations are higher for the vertically staggered wind farm in which the odd turbine rows are
lowered than in the vertically staggered wind farm in which the odd turbines are elevated. This
observation is in agreement with the turbulence intensity profile of the incoming flow, see figure
2b. Figure 8a shows that after the third row the power fluctuations are significantly higher in
the vertically staggered wind farms of case A than in the corresponding reference aligned wind
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farm. This suggests that higher turbine loadings could be higher in such vertically staggered
wind farms than in the reference aligned wind farm. This increase in the power fluctuations is
less pronounced for case C. However, we note that for case C the relative vertical staggering is
much more limited, which is reflected in the lower row to row power variation in these vertically
staggered wind farms, see figure 4c.

4. Conclusions
We used LES to study the effect of different vertical staggering configurations in large wind farms.
We compared the performance of a reference aligned wind farm with two vertically staggered
wind farm configurations, a configuration in which the odd turbine rows are elevated and the
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even rows are lowered compared to a reference wind farm, and a configuration in which the odd
turbine rows are lowered and the even rows are elevated. We find that the vertically staggered
wind farm in which the odd turbine rows are elevated has the highest power production because
the high turbines in the first rows can optimally benefit from the strong undisturbed winds at
higher elevations. Our results also show that the increase in the power production in the entrance
region of the wind farm due to vertical staggering is higher when the streamwise turbine spacing
and the turbine rotor diameter are smaller. In the fully developed region of the wind farm,
vertical staggering does not increase the power production compared to the reference aligned
wind farm. For one case we even find a reduction in the power production in the fully developed
region. The reason is that the vertical kinetic energy flux, which brings high velocity wind from
above the wind farm to the hub-height plane, does not seem to be influenced much by vertically
staggering [11]. Additionally, due to the slow wake recovery close to the ground, the power
production of the shorter turbine rows can be significantly impacted, which can lead to a lower
overall production in the fully developed region compared to the reference aligned case.

Here we showed that vertical staggering can increase the power production in the entrance
region of a wind farm. However, we note that the potential use of vertical staggering should be
carefully considered as this may have implications for the wind turbine manufacturer, requiring
different designs for turbines of various sizes. In addition, as we show that vertical staggering
can lead to a significant increase in the normalized power fluctuations for the turbines, more
detailed simulation studies are required to carefully assess the effect of vertical staggering on
the unsteady turbulence loading the turbines may experience in vertically staggered wind farms.
On the other hand, in order to optimize the vertical staggering layout in the entrance region of
wind farms, it is also necessary to test (and potentially further develop) computationally less
demanding simulation tools such as RANS models to capture the effect of vertical staggering.
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